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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

There  are  two  types  of  organisms’  grouping  in nature:  mono-species  populations  and  multi-species
communities.  Here  at during  the  process  of  evolution  the  adaptability  of  a trait  is  to be  tested  both
at  population  and  ecocenotic  levels.  Size  of  a genome  is  one  of  the  major  adaptive  traits,  which  widely
varies  in  eukaryotic  species.  By  contrast,  prokaryotes  with  their  small  genomes  are  considered  to have
eywords:
volution modeling
ene loss
orizontal gene transfer
enome amplification
enome reduction

genome  reduction  evolutionary  trend.  Domination  of  this  trend  is  mostly  founded  on  population-level
models.  In  this  paper  we  in  silico  study  interactions  of ecocenotic  and  population  levels.  The trend  of
genome  and  metabolism  reduction  in  prokaryotic  communities  was  shown  to be major  only  in  com-
fortable  environmental  conditions.  In  subcomfortable  conditions,  genome  and  metabolism  reduction
leads  to  community  simplification  (in extreme  case  to community  death).  Pessimum  conditions  promote
metabolism  integration  of  a community  and  induce  reciprocal  genes  acquiring.
. Introduction

In the course of any evolutionary process we can notice at
east two cooperating and complementary systems: mono-species
opulations and multi-species ecosystems. The first ones main-
ain the reproduction of organisms of one or another taxon,
hile the second ones–the sustention of environmental condi-

ions which provide development and life activity for ecosystem
embers (Odum, 1983). As a rule, populations are the main

bjects modeled in the most of mathematical and computer models
f evolution. In such models, ecosystems at best are consid-
red as constants(s)/parameter(s), not as valuable variables/objects
otwithstanding the fact that ecocenotic factors are responsi-
le for trends of evolution. Evolution is accelerated in forming
cosystems which provide plenty of resources and vacant eco-
ogical niches, while the canalization of evolutionary process
s decreased (non-coherent evolution) (Kalandadze and Rautian,
993; Krassilov, 1995). The reverse situation is observed in stable
cosystems, where the specialization trend prevails (coherent evo-
ution) (Krassilov, 1995). Finally, in the case of ecosystems with

tressful environments, the rate of evolution is increased again,
lthough it requires non-typical mechanisms such as neoteny, poly-
loidy, parthenogenesis, hybridogenesis and after all horizontal
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gene transfer and symbiogenesis (Grebelnyi, 2000). Principles of
interference between populations and ecosystems in the course of
evolution are well studied both on recent (Kamshilov, 1976) and
paleontological (Krassilov, 1986) materials. However, these prin-
ciples have been modeling not often, in spite of significant gains
in mathematical and computer modeling of both evolutionary and
ecological processes.

Modern modeling methods are based on traditional approaches
(differential, algebraic and stochastic equations, graph theory,
cellular automata etc.) as well as on hybrid techniques combin-
ing object-oriented (or individual-oriented) and/or agent-based
approaches with traditional ones mentioned above. These methods
involve just about every aspect of ecological (Jorgensen et al., 2009)
and evolutionary (de Jong, 2002; Ferrer et al., 2008) process. At
the same time combination of population and ecological elements
within the framework of one evolutionary model is still consid-
ered unoften, and this is especially true for the models describing
several hierarchical levels of organization. That is exactly why
we had developed the original approach and computer program
“Evolutionary constructor” providing building and analysis of com-
puter models with regard to the following levels of organization:
genetic, metabolic, population and environmental (Lashin et al.,
2007, 2010).

In the present study we use “Evolutionary constructor” to

model evolutionary trends in the changes of genomes complexity
of several prokaryotic populations, which form trophic web-like
community. These communities are analyzed under conditions of
alternating positive/negative environmental changes. Prokaryotic

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2011.11.004
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043800
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ecolmodel
mailto:lashin@bionet.nsc.ru
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2011.11.004
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such formula is given below, in Section 3.
The genetic diversity layer is described using the vectors of
S.A. Lashin et al. / Ecologica

eb-like communities are generally accepted to be the living base
n the Earth both in ancient and present times (Zavarzin, 2007,
008). Populations of communities do exchange the metabolism
roducts, and moreover they do exchange genes by the virtue of
orizontal gene transfer (HGT) mechanisms (Garbeva et al., 2007).
urthermore, in stress conditions the specificity of HGT is being
ecreased, and this allows genes exchanging even between dis-
antly related taxa (Levin and Bergstrom, 2000). The true dimension
f HGT spreading in prokaryotic world could be estimated only after
ealization of lots of full-genome projects (Levin and Bergstrom,
000; Garbeva et al., 2007). Exogenes providing additional func-
ions were found to enable organisms to survive in nonpermissive
onditions (Aravind et al., 1998; Ochman et al., 2000). Systematic
nd nonrandom occurrence of HGT in prokaryotic taxa is proved by
onrandom presence of exogenes in genomes (Tamames, 2001) and
ecently discovered integrons–natural vectors for cloning exogenes
Robinson et al., 2005; Gillings et al., 2009). At present it is assumed
hat there are no prokaryotic taxa which were not involved in HGT.
s a result, the phylogenesis of prokaryotes is usually diagramed as

 complex network (Doolittle, 2000) or a “ring of life” (Rivera and
ake, 2004), while separated taxa of both prokaryotes and eukary-
tes are shown as branches.

The hallmark of eukaryotes is high “inflation” of genome (related
o both number of genes and amount of non-coding DNA). However,
n the course of evolution the genomes of all other phylums had
een remaining “saving”: their sizes decreased or remained within
ertain limits (Carroll, 2001; Taft and Mattick, 2003). Evolution-
ry advantages of “saving genome” were theoretically supported
s early as 70th of XX century (Eigen, 1971), and now have a lot of
xperimental evidences which include full-genome level studies
Kolchanov and Lim, 1994). But it should be noted that significant
art of that experimental material was obtained for prokaryotes
ultivated in a laboratory environment. Herewith the culturabil-
ty of prokaryotes is often resulted from their ability to survive in
imple-structure microbial communities (even in separate popula-
ions). Therefore evolutionary advantages of “saving genome” are
roved only on population level. On the other hand the majority
f prokaryotes in nature live in communities of complex struc-
ure (biofilms, mates, stromatolites etc.). In the present study we

odeled the interference of population and ecocenotic (trophic
ebs) levels of organization for prokaryotic communities using one

ntegrated model. The cases of “saving genome” preservation and
genome amplification” (due to HGT) were considered and ana-
yzed.

. Theory

In this study we use the previously developed method for step-
ise object-oriented modeling of unicellular haploid organisms

i.e. prokaryotes), their evolution and functioning in ecosystems.
his method was implemented in the software package “Evolu-
ionary constructor”1 (EC) (Lashin et al., 2007, 2010). EC affords the
hanging of a model structure during calculations due to mutations,
GTs, genes deletions, and intra-/interspecies selection. Mutation

pectra are not predetermined, though they may  be constrained
ccording to a particular model. Hence one is able to vary both
enetic diversity (number and frequency of possible alleles’ com-
inations in populations) and number and size of populations.

oreover, one of the key features of EC is the providing the user

o vary detail level of a model according to various tasks. As a
esult the user is able to model biodiversity changes both on tax-
nomic and ecocenotic levels. Arising of a novel specie from the

1 EC is available at http://evol-constructor.bionet.nsc.ru/.
lling 224 (2012) 124– 129 125

ancestral one is the example of taxonomic level change, while pop-
ulations unions (such as guilds, life forms etc.) are the examples
of ecocenotic level. Thereby EC allows modeling of both individual
and group selection, formation of mixed cultures of microorgan-
isms (containing various strains and species), and finally HGT
and symbiogenesis. And it moves the model closer to a complex
picture of real evolutionary process in the course of which taxa
formation and the origin and development (phylocoenogenesis) of
new ecosystems, are interrelated, but can not be reduced to each
other.

Complementarity between phylocoenogenesis and speciation
depicts the widely known competitive exclusion principle of Gause
– no two species with similar ecological niches can coexist in a
stable equilibrium. Thus evolutionary process can be defined as a
gradual bringing into correspondence the taxonomic and ecosys-
tem levels of biodiversity. In natural evolutionary process studies,
researchers use both “language of populations” and “language of
ecosystems and ecocenotic groups” in spite of repeated dispar-
ities between taxonomic and ecocenotic groups (Shvarts, 1977;
Krassilov, 1995). They do flexibly vary detail level for the descrip-
tion of studied objects just considering various groups of organisms
(from life forms to guilds and trophic levels).

By contrast, in mathematical modeling of evolutionary pro-
cesses, such flexibility could not be achieved up till now. As a
consequence, most mathematical models provide the analysis of
just one of three complementary biodiversity levels: individual
and its metabolism and/or ontogeny, population, and ecosystem.
EC models possess multilayered architecture, each layer of which
is represented by a submodel corresponding to a certain level of
biodiversity: genetic, metabolic, population, and finally ecosystem
(Fig. 1). Interfaces between submodels of different layers (input and
output data) are specified, but models themselves are not strictly
limited and may  vary. As the number of organisms (cells) in a
prokaryotic community and even in a separate population is rather
huge (109–1020), we  don’t consider cells as separate objects2. The
base object in our model is the polymorphic population which
is characterized by its size, generalized genome and substrate-
product relations with environment.

The genetic diversity layer is defined via generalized genome of a
population which is to say that all cells in a certain population have
the same genes, only alleles vary. The metabolic diversity layer is
defined via sets of parameters of the following metabolic reactions:
substrates utilization, products synthesis and secretion. The set of
genes determines reactions which are specific for a certain popula-
tion while particular rates of these reactions (rate parameters) are
noted as alleles of corresponding genes.3

Metabolism determines population growth rate as a func-
tion of amounts of substrates which cells have consumed from
environment and/or have synthesized by themselves. In EC pop-
ulation growth rate is calculated using the model of trophic
strategies: the equations taking into account both substrates
consumed and parameters of utilization (which are defined by
corresponding genes), and other parameters such as flow rate
and death rate. Formulas of trophic strategies were constructed
as a matter of experience in our laboratory on construction of
models of enzymatic reactions and gene expression regulation
(Oshchepkova-Nedosekina and Likhoshvai, 2007). The example of
genetic spectra. Each genetic spectrum defines alleles’ distribution

2 With rare exceptions, when a cell and a population are the same object (e.g. cell
–  founder of a new population).

3 Intergenic and inter-allelic interactions are not implementer in the current ver-
sion of EC yet (due to simplification). But EC architecture provides such possibility.

http://evol-constructor.bionet.nsc.ru/
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by population cells; �S is the vector of amounts of specific sub-
strates, consumed by population cells; n0 is the amount of the
unique nonspecific substrate, consumed by population cells; r0 is
the utilization rate for the unique nonspecific substrate (genetically

P1

S1 S2
Processes: Fl ow, metabol ites excha 

Fig. 1. Multilayered s

or a certain gene in a population. Special set of operations – genetic
pectra arithmetic is used to describe as genetic so ecocenotic diver-
ity. Ecosystem and population levels of biodiversity (HGT and new
pecies origin) are also modeled with genetic spectra arithmetic.
nteractions between population and ecocenotic biodiversity lay-
rs are described through the processes of transport of substrate
o be utilized (from environment to cell) and transport (secretion)
f synthesized products (from cells to environment). It should be
oted that secreted products may  be used as the substrates for cells
f another species.

Finally, ecocenotic layer contains a model of environment
biotope) which is characterized by its volume, inner substrates
oncentrations and flow rate4. This model describes the process
f substrates supply into environment, their outflow and accumu-
ation in environment. There are two ways of substrates supply:
nflow from outside (nonspecific substrates), and cells’ synthesis
nd secretion (specific substrates). Elimination of substrates out of
nvironment is provided with two actions: first is outflow, and sec-
nd is consumption by cells. If the rate of substrate supply is more
han outflow rate, the substrate is accumulated in environment.
he detail formulae for substrates dynamics are given in (Lashin
t al., 2010).

The process of model simulation is iterative. Each iteration
ycle contains the following ordered steps: substrates consump-
ion by populations, substrates utilization and populations’ size
hange, products synthesis and secretion, update of environment.
he additional unnecessary steps include simulation of mutations,
GT and genes losses, and merging/slicing of polymorphic popula-

ions. Mutations may  lead to the origin of novel alleles. Carriers of
uch alleles may  possess fitness which essentially differs from par-
nt cells. Less-adaptive alleles may  be eliminated during selection
hich consequently leads to decrease of genetic diversity of a pop-
lation. Model structure besides can also be rebuilt owing to the
ollowing processes: merging/slicing of polymorphic populations,
opulation extinction, and origin of a novel population resulted

rom HGT or gene loss.

EC provides models construction and analysis in the batched
ode: model initial state and further events are described in

4 Gradients of substrates concentrations are not implemented in the current ver-
ion of EC (due to simplification). However, EC architecture provides such possibility.
re of the EC models.

scenario written with the script language (see details at http://evol-
constructor.bionet.nsc.ru/). The events, such as mutations, HGT,
genes loss, environmental parameters change may be describe both
explicitly (with setting a particular iteration and parameters of
event) and stochastically (with setting probabilities for events).

3. Calculation

In the present paper we  studied models of genome amplification
and reduction in bacteria populations which form trophic rings-
like webs. Models base parameters related to cell size, amounts of
substrates necessary for cell division, and other biological functions
were estimated according to the data on E. coli cell (Sundararaj
et al., 2004). Trophic strategies were common for all populations
and described with the equation as follows:

F(n0, �S,  r0, �C,  P, G) =
√

r0n0(P)
∑

i ∈ Iconsumed

cisi(P) − kflowP − kdeathP2

− (G/k1)n

1 + (Gn/(k−n
1 − 1))

P (1)

where Iconsumed is the set of specific substrate indices, consumed
P2

N

P3
S3

Fig. 2. Diagram of trophic ring-like web at initial time.

http://evol-constructor.bionet.nsc.ru/
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Table  1
The final distribution of populations size after a long-term evolution (15,000 generations) of the community. The green rectangle
on  genome diagram represents the presence of a gene in a certain position (positions 1–3 correspond to genes of specific
substrates S1–S3 utilization, positions 4–6 correspond to genes of specific substrates synthesis). P30, population with “complete”
genome and metabolism is shown to have highest size. Other “rich-metabolic” populations with “almost complete” genome
also  have high size. Initial populations P1–P3 extincted.

Final ra�ng (by size) Popu la�on 
number Genotype (diag ram)

Final  popula �on 
size  (cells)

1 P30 4.86 ⋅ 107

2 P24 4.85 ⋅ 107

3 P28 2.94 ⋅ 107

4 P23 2.94 ⋅ 107

5 P27 2.94 ⋅ 107

--- --- --- ---
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In conditions of moderately low genome-length-penalty level
(0.01–0.05) from one hand, and the pessimal environmental
conditions5 from another hand the populations possessing most
ig. 3. The evolution of the community including speciation (origin of novel populati
rise  and displace other populations.

etermined); �C is the vector of utilization rates for corresponding
pecific substrates (genetically determined); P is the population
ize; kflow is the flow (washout) rate; G is the number of genes in
enome; k1 is the threshold level of genome-length penalty rise; n
s the nonlinearity degree of genome-length penalty.

The last summand in (1) describes genome-length-penalty level.
opulation growth rate is directly proportional to amount and
umber of substrates consumed (substrates consumed together
aised influence of each other), and inversely proportional to both
ime spent for replication round (i.e. number of genes in a cell’s
enome) and time spent for substrates utilization. That is why  we
sed sigmoid function to describe genome-length penalty.

. Results and discussion
In the first model we have studied the evolution of commu-
ities which initially consisted of three populations. Each initial
opulation consumed one specific substrate and produced one spe-
ific product. The initial community was represented as the trophic
ue to HGT and genes loss. After 7000–8000 generations “rich-metabolic” populations

ring-like web  of three members: the first population produced
substrate S2 which was consumed by the second one; second pop-
ulation produced substrate S3 needed for third one etc. (Fig. 2).
Each cell in those populations had only three genes: gene for one
nonspecific/specific substrate utilization, and gene for one spe-
cific substrate synthesis. During calculations the processes of HGT
(gene transfer between different populations) and genes deletions
were simulated with a probability of 10−7 per generation per cell
what resulted in the origin of novel populations combining vari-
ous combinations of utilized and produced substrates. Therefore,
the genome complexity variations in our model describe the same
variations in metabolic system complexity.
5 Pessimal conditions modeled by low inflow concentration of nonspecific sub-
strate (∼10−4 mM).  They were critical for parent populations and led to low-rate
extinction.
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omplex genomes have shown to get significant advantage in
iomass growth. Complex genome promoted cells to utilize and
ynthesize large number (or even maximal, in the case of “complete
enome”) of specific substrates (Table 1). The modeling has shown
nitial community to be evolved towards gradual genome compli-
ation: long-term evolution had lead to the arising of the population
ith “complete genome” (P30 in the Table 1). This population

ncapsulated the whole community metabolism into intercellu-
ar one, and got the benefit (Fig. 3). Populations which acquired
omplex metabolism (“rich-metabolism” populations) either dis-
laced “poor-metabolism” populations or the latters survived but
ad become commensals: their size did not exceed 10–100 cells
nd they almost did not affect the community (Fig. 3).

In the second model the community initially contained the
nly population having “complete” genome and metabolism
genetically identical with P30 in Table 1). However, the genome-
ength-penalty level was higher (0.1–0.25). The processes of genes
oss and HGT were modeled with the same frequencies as above.
GT compensated gene loss in some cases and led to additional

peciation. In this model we considered both subcomfortable
10−3 mM for nonspecific substrate) and comfortable (10−3 mM
f all specific substrate were added) environmental conditions.

n both cases we obtained significant genome reductions by the
enes loss. The most primitive populations had only two  genes:
he first one for nonspecific and the second for specific substrates
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ig. 4. Reduction evolution of community in subcomfortable (A) and comfortable
B) environmental conditions. (A) Primitive population is extincted after a period of
pprox. 500 generations. (B) Primitive population remains alive even after displacing
f  all other community members.
lling 224 (2012) 124– 129

utilization. These populations eventually displaced all other ones.
In subcomfortable conditions the primitive population displaced
at first all other populations, and finally perished from starvation
as there were no specific substrates producers remained (Fig. 4A).
By contrast, in comfortable conditions the primitive population
remained alive even after displacing of other populations: specific
substrate concentration sustained artificially (Fig. 4B).

5. Conclusions

One of the key peculiarities of prokaryotes is the “saving” (in
the other words economy) genome organization: small size, low
DNA-redundancy (fraction for non-coding DNA is much less than
for coding one), presence of facultative DNA (plasmids, episomes),
which facilitates HGT (Lawrence and Ochman, 1998; Carroll, 2001;
Taft and Mattick, 2003). Such genome organization is assumed to
be originated during the adaptation process of ancestral prokary-
otes to r-selection strategy (maximization of the reproduction rate).
“Saving” genome replicates more rapidly. Huge population size
enables prokaryotes to have enough variability reserve: adaptation
leads to a balance shift of already presented genotypes in popu-
lations in the course of selection (adaptive dynamics). Moreover,
rapid reproduction accelerates mutation rate and extends adap-
tation search field. Our modeling results are in good agreement
with microbial full-genome studies (Wixon, 2001; Sakharkar and
Chow, 2005) reported that genes involved in the biosynthesis of
nutrients tend to be lost most commonly amongst bacteria, espe-
cially in the case of parasites: their hosts provide them higher level
of substrates supply, likewise it is shown in our models. How-
ever, natural prokaryotic communities control growth potential of
their members not only by means of trophic, but also by means
of quorum-sense signals, i.e. at the population level (Suslov et al.,
2006).

Eukaryotes are supposed to be formed in the interior of
prokaryotic communities by force of the incorporation of com-
mon  metabolism elements (Lopez-Garcia and Moreira, 1999). The
incorporation proceeded both directly, by means of HGT between
various prokaryotes, and indirectly, due to the establishment of
endosymbiotic connections (i.e. in ancestors of mitochondria and
chloroplasts) and the subsequent transfer of symbiont genes into
host’s genome. The organisms that reached the archaebacterial
level of organization and still provided HGT are thought to be the
ancestors of eukaryotes. These organisms are called “chronocytes”
(Hartman and Fedorov, 2002). The chronocytes did autonomize
their metabolism being detached it from the common metabolism
of a prokaryotic community. Such an adaptation – rich-metabolic,
self-sufficient genome – became a straight avenue to the further
progress of eukaryotes.

Rich-metabolic populations (which have “complete” or “almost
complete” genome) indeed depend on the concentration of spe-
cific substrates in the environment to a lesser degree. At the
average, their cells secrete fewer amounts of substrates into envi-
ronment, as the cells utilize these substrates by themselves. Our
modeling results have confirmed that HGT reorganizes common
metabolism of a trophic community into metabolism of sepa-
rate populations. Generally it accords with the scenario of the
eukaryotes origin via symbiogenesis. However, the origin of self-

sufficient rich-metabolic populations leads to the destruction of
a trophic community. Moreover, rich-metabolic populations did
not autonomize when environment conditions became comfort-
able repeatedly: during the adaptation process such populations
were losing genes, being “dissolved” in ecosystem again. Never-
theless, in the nature eukaryotes did not displace prokaryotes, they
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ust entered in prokaryotic ecosystems6 (Zavarzin, 2007, 2008). In
pite of the high variability in size, eukaryotic genomes, as a rule,
xceed prokaryotic ones (Carroll, 2001; Taft and Mattick, 2003).
inally, metabolism of eukaryotes covers only a small segment of
olossal metabolic diversity of prokaryotes7 (Zavarzin, 2007, 2008).
nstead of it, eukaryotes realize high diversity riches of regulatory
equences and non-coding DNA.

As a result, we have shown that the combination of two factors
the adaptive dynamics of populations, and the HGT may  form

he adaptive trait, although we used rather non-complex models.
ut such a combination of those factors does not provide further
tability of the trait. The “egoism” of certain populations promotes
estruction of a trophic community. In alternating environmen-
al conditions such “egoists” get the adaptive advantage: either
ue to the ultimate genome reduction or due to the formation of
rich-metabolic” genomes. For example, in subcomfortable condi-
ions the most probable stable state is the death of a community
hich is destroyed by the “most-saving genome” population. Such

ommunity mortality looks similar to either cancer of multicellular
rganisms or death of bacterial populations as a result of uncon-
rolled growth of GASP8-mutant cells having defective metabolism
Bacun-Druzina et al., 2007).

Summarizing the foregoing, our computational results show
hat trophic communities’ adaptive dynamics, even taking into
ccount high-rate HGT, does not provide neither sustainable
ommunity living nor stable evolutionary trend of genome ampli-
cation in unstable environmental conditions. We  hypothesize
hat progressive evolution requires an additional factor: exis-
ence of certain genes responsible for a nonspecific adaptation
yndrome–stress.
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